
Week Title Topics Learning Objectives Assessments
Unit 1: Reasoning about Variability

0 Review - heuristics and biases
- types of variables

- review types of variables and measurements
- explain the purpose and value of statistics RQ

1

Sources of variability

- measurement error
- individual differences
- group differences
- sampling variability

- Describe the difference between statistical models and mathematical models
- Translate the problem context to statistical models and vice versa
- Notice variability in public health data
- Identify common sources of variability in public health data 

RQ; MHW

Designing studies

- random sampling and generalization
- randomization and causal claims
- test sensitivity and specificity
- common types of studies in the health sciences

- Identify common contexts and study designs in biostatistics
- Explain the importance of random sampling and randomization methods in inference
- Describe the importance of test specificity and sensitivity in design

DA

2

Describing variability

- standard deviation and standard error
- margins of error
- interval estimates
- confidence intervals for means, proportions, survival data, and count data

- Describe the purpose of interval estimation
- Construct and interpret confidence interval estimates for population parameters
- Compare and constrast effect sizes and interval estimates

RQ; MHW

Hypothesis testing
- null models and p values 
- practical and clinical significance
- statistical significance and decision errors

- Describe the phenomenon of sampling variability and its effect on inference
- Conduct null hypothesis significance tests and interpret test p-values
- Assess the statistical significance as well as practical and clinical significance of test results

DA

Unit 2: Modelling Variability

3

Comparing two groups
- prospective and retrospective designs
- within-subject comparisons
- means, prevalence, incidence, and mortality

- Develop simple models of means and proportions
- Develop models of group differences
- Explain and Interpret Kaplan Meier Curves

RQ

Simple statistical models
- SLR and correlation
- ANOVA and multiple comparisons
- comparing models (e.g., fit & interpretation)

- Develop simple models explaining the relationship between two variables
- Evaluate the validity of models by assessing model fit
- Compare and constract candidate models 

DA

4
Statistical tests

- Distribution based tests (e.g., T, Z, Chi-sq, F)
- Simulation based tests (e.g., bootstrap resampling, permutation)
- Nonparametric tests (e.g., signed-rank, rank-sum, Kruskal-Wallis)

- Use statistical results to identify differential effects
- Evaluate the validity of models with statistical tests such as the T test, Z test, and Chi-Squared Test
- Test models of relationships between categorical variables with the Chi-squared Test and Fisher's Exact Test
- Test models of group differences with the ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis Tests

RQ; MHW

Review - Identify and explain biostatistical terms in articles and papers
- Review and interpret results from baseline comparisons between groups (i.e., Table 1) Proj

Unit 3: General Linear Models

5 Multiple linear regression

- covariates
- transformations, interactions, colinearity
- MLR and ANCOVA models

- Develop multiple linear regression models in appropriate contexts
- Compute and interpret regression coefficients and estimates of model parameters
- Identify interactions between variables
- Explain the purpose of adjusting for covariates in a model

RQ; MHW; DA

6

Logistic and Log-Binomial regression
- adjusted odds ratios and relative risks
- logistic regression models
- log-binomial regression models

- Identify and explain contexts that require logistic regression and log-binomial regression
- Compute and interpret estimated regression coefficients in terms of odds ratios, probabilities, and relative risks
- Explain and interpret model adjusted odds ratios and adjusted relative risks

RQ; MHW; DAProportional Hazards regression
- survival and mortality
- hazard ratios
- Cox Regression models

- Identify and explain contexts that utilize survival data
- Describe the phenomenon of censored data
- Compute and Interpret estimated regression coefficients in terms of adjusted hazard ratios

Poisson regression
- incidence, prevalence, and count data
- poisson models
- methods for handling over- and under-dispersion

- Identify and explain contexts that require poisson regression
- Compute and interpret estimated regression coefficients in terms of risks and relative risks
- Explain the purpose of the model offset term

7 Introduction to other regression models
- multivariate models 
- mixed-effect models
- machine learning

- explain the difference between multivariate and univariate response variables
- identify contexts that require correlated data techniques or non-linear models RQ; DA

Unit 4: Statistical Literacy 

8

Review
- meta-analysis
- reproducibility

- Evaluate the use of biostatistical methods in public health literature
- Conduct analyses of biostatistical data using appropriate analytical tools RQ; DA

Writing
- reporting guidelines - Create written summaries of study design, candidate models, and regression results

- Use problem contexts to guide statistical analyses and tests
- Interpret statistical results in terms of problem contexts

Proj

25% RQ = readiness quiz 1+4+4; lowest score dropped
25% DA = Discussion Activity 3+4
25% MHW = Mini-Homework 3+2
25% Proj = Project 1+1


